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Synaptic Integration of Functionally Diverse Pallidal Information in
the Entopeduncular Nucleus and Subthalamic Nucleus in the Rat
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Medical Research Council Anatomical Neuropharmacology Unit and University Department of Pharmacology,
Oxford OX1 3TH, United Kingdom

To determine the principles of synaptic innervation of neurons
in the entopeduncular nucleus and subthalamic nucleus by
neurons of functionally distinct regions of the pallidal complex,
double anterograde labeling was carried out at both light and
electron microscopic levels in the rat. Deposits of the anterograde tracers Phaseolus vulgaris-leucoagglutinin and biotinylated dextran amine were placed in different functional domains
of the pallidal complex in the same animals. The tracer deposits
in the ventral pallidum and the globus pallidus gave rise to
GABA-immunopositive projections to the entopeduncular nucleus, the subthalamic nucleus, and the more medial lateral
hypothalamus that were largely segregated but overlapped at
the interface between the two fields of projection. In these
regions the proximal parts of individual neurons in the entopeduncular nucleus, lateral hypothalamus, and subthalamic nucleus received synaptic input from terminals derived from both
the ventral pallidum and the globus pallidus. Furthermore, the
analysis of the afferent synaptic input to the dendrites of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus that cross functional boundaries of the nucleus defined by the pallidal inputs, revealed that

terminals with the morphological and neurochemical characteristics of those derived from the pallidal complex make synaptic
contact with all parts of the dendritic tree, including distal
regions.
It is concluded that functionally diverse information carried
by the descending projections of the pallidal complex is synaptically integrated by neurons of the entopeduncular nucleus,
lateral hypothalamus, and subthalamic nucleus by two mechanisms. First, neurons located at the interface between functionally distinct, but topographically adjacent, projections could
integrate diverse information by means of the synaptic convergence at the level of the cell body and proximal dendrites.
Second, because the distal dendrites of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus receive input from the pallidum, those that extend across two distinct domains of pallidal input could also
provide the morphological basis of integration.

The basal ganglia are a group of subcortical nuclei involved in
various processes, including motor, associative, cognitive, and
mnemonic functions. A major role of the basal ganglia is to
integrate sensorimotor, associative, and limbic information to
produce context-dependent behaviors (Nauta and Domesick,
1984; Graybiel, 1995), a function that is evident from behavioral
and physiological analyses (Wurtz and Hikosaka, 1986; Schultz et
al., 1993; Graybiel et al., 1994; Aosaki et al., 1995). The basal
ganglia receive topographical projections from all functional territories of the cortex that are directed to the neostriatum and its
ventral homolog the nucleus accumbens (Kunzle, 1975; Goldman
and Nauta, 1977; Van Hoesen et al., 1981; Nauta and Domesick,
1984; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1985; Alexander et al., 1986,
1990; McGeorge and Faull, 1989; Flaherty and Graybiel, 1991;
Hoover and Strick, 1993; Groenewegen and Berendse, 1994; Joel

and Weiner, 1994). Although the results of anatomical analyses
suggest that the segregation of functional information imparted
by the topographical cortical input is maintained at each level
of a series of segregated, parallel basal ganglia–thalamocortical
loops (Alexander et al., 1986, 1990; Hoover and Strick, 1993;
Groenewegen and Berendse, 1994; Joel and Weiner, 1994;
Lynch et al., 1994), it is clear that systems must exist within
these loops where integration of the diverse information occurs
at the synaptic level. Several sites or systems have been proposed to subserve this function, including the local circuit
neurons of the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens (Gerfen,
1984; Chesselet and Graybiel, 1986; Kubota and Kawaguchi,
1993; Bolam and Bennett, 1995), the ascending projections of
midbrain dopamine neurons (Somogyi et al., 1981; Nauta and
Domesick, 1984; Gerfen et al., 1987; Jimenez-Castellanos and
Graybiel, 1987; Smith and Bolam, 1990), the pattern of striatal
innervation of neurons of the globus pallidus and substantia
nigra (Francois et al., 1984; Percheron et al., 1984, 1987; Yelnik
et al., 1984), the innervation of the pedunculopontine region by
the internal segment of the globus pallidus (Smith and Shink,
1995), and “open” cortico– basal ganglia–thalamocortical loops
(Joel and Weiner, 1994). We have recently demonstrated an
additional system that is part of the indirect pathway of information flow through the basal ganglia, which may underlie a
powerful mechanism for the integration of diverse information
in the basal ganglia (Bevan et al., 1995b, 1996). By double
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anterograde tracing we demonstrated that neurons of functionally diverse regions of the pallidal complex, i.e., globus pallidus
(motor and associative) and the ventral pallidum (limbic),
made convergent synaptic contacts both with neurons of the
substantia nigra pars reticulata (basal ganglia output neurons)
and with the dopamine neurons of the ventral midbrain, in
addition to providing segregated inputs to the substantia nigra.
The innervation by both types of pallidal neurons took the form
that is typical of pallidal innervation described previously
(Smith and Bolam, 1989, 1991; Bolam et al., 1993), i.e., both
sets of terminals formed basket-like, multiple, GABA-positive
symmetrical synaptic contacts with the cell body and proximal
dendrites of their targets.
Neurons of the pallidal complex, as part of the indirect pathway
of information flow through the basal ganglia (Albin et al., 1989;
Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; DeLong, 1990), in addition to
projecting to the substantia nigra also project to the other output
nucleus of the basal ganglia, i.e., the entopeduncular nucleus
(Kincaid et al., 1991; Bolam and Smith, 1992) and the subthalamic
nucleus (DeLong, 1990). The question we address in this report is
whether the same rules of synaptic innervation of neurons in the
substantia nigra by neurons of the pallidal complex also apply to
the innervation of neurons in the entopeduncular nucleus and
subthalamic nucleus. In particular, we have looked for evidence of
convergence of synaptic input from functionally distinct regions of
the pallidal complex onto the same individual neurons in each of
these two target nuclei.
Some of the data reported in this manuscript have been published previously in abstract form (Bevan and Bolam, 1995a;
Bevan et al., 1995b; Clarke et al., 1996a).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of tissue. All surgical procedures were carried out on male
Sprague Dawley rats (250 –350 gm) under deep anesthesia, which was
induced and maintained by injection of pentobarbitone (Sagatal, 60
mg/kg, i.p.). Injections of neuronal tracers were placed into different
regions of the pallidal complex under stereotaxic guidance, using coordinates derived from the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). The rats
were maintained on a 12 hr light/dark cycle, with free access to food and
water. Environmental conditions for housing of the rats and all procedures that were performed on them were in accordance with the Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and with the policy on the use of animals
in neuroscience research issued by the Society for Neuroscience.
Double anterograde tracing combined with pre- and post-embedding
immunocytochemistry at the light and electron microscopic levels was
performed in eight rats as described previously (Smith and Bolam, 1991),
except that biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) was used as one of the
tracers (Veenman et al., 1992). While under deep anesthesia, the rats
received iontophoretic injections (5–9 mA, 7 sec on/7 sec off, 20 min) of
Phaseolus vulgaris-leucoagglutinin [PHA-L; 2.5% in 0.01 M phosphate
buffer (PB), pH 8.0; Vector Laboratories, Peterborough, UK] (Gerfen
and Sawchenko, 1984) in the ventral pallidum and biotinylated dextran
amine (10% in 0.9% sodium chloride; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in
the globus pallidus. In one case the injections were reversed.
After a survival period of 1 week, the animals were reanesthetized,
perfused with 100 ml PBS (0.01 M phosphate, pH 7.4) for 1–2 min, and
then perfused with 300 ml of 0.1– 0.5% glutaraldehyde and 2–3% paraformaldehyde in PB (0.1 M, pH 7.4) for 20 min, followed by 100 –200 ml
of 2–3% paraformaldehyde for 10 min. After fixation the brain was
removed from the cranium, divided into 5-mm-thick coronal slices, and
stored in PBS at 48C before further processing. From each slice, 60 mm
coronal sections through the injection sites, the striatal complex, the
subthalamic nucleus, and the entopeduncular nucleus were taken by a
vibrating microtome and collected in PBS. Sections for electron microscopy were freeze-thawed as described previously (von Krosigk and Smith,
1991) and then washed several times in PBS before further processing.
Sections for light microscopy alone had 0.3% Triton X-100 included in
the diluent for the antibodies and peroxidase complex.
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Visualization of neuronal tracers. A series of sections were processed for
the light microscopic visualization of both tracers. The BDA was visualized by incubation of the sections in an avidin– biotin–peroxidase complex
(1:100 dilution; Vector Laboratories) in PBS containing 1% bovine serum
albumin at room temperature for 4 hr or overnight at 48C. Peroxidase
linked to BDA by the avidin– biotin bridge was revealed by placing the
sections in Tris buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.6) containing 0.025% 3,39diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) and 0.006% hydrogen peroxide for 10 –15 min. The reaction was terminated by rinsing the sections
several times in Tris buffer.
The PHA-L was then visualized by incubating the sections in rabbit
anti-PHA-L antibody (1:1000 dilution; Dako, High Wycombe, UK) overnight at room temperature or for 48 hr at 48C. After many washes in PBS,
the sections were incubated in a solution of goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:100;
Dako) at room temperature for 2 hr followed by a 2 hr incubation in
rabbit peroxidase anti-peroxidase complex (1:100; Dako). Bound peroxidase was revealed by incubation in hydrogen peroxide (0.00075%), using
DAB (0.015%) in the presence of nickel ammonium sulfate (0.5%) as the
chromogen. The antisera were diluted in PBS containing 1% bovine
serum albumin and 2% normal goat serum.
Alternate sections through the injection sites were processed to reveal
substance P [1:50 rat anti-substance P (Cuello et al., 1979); 1:100 goat
anti-rat, Dako; 1:100 rat PAP, Incstar) immunoreactivity, using DAB as
the chromogen for the peroxidase reaction (see above). Substance P is a
marker of the ventral pallidum and was used to determine the precise
location of the injection sites (Haber and Nauta, 1983; Groenewegen et
al., 1993).
The majority of the sections was processed for correlated light and
electron microscopic analysis. All antibody incubations and peroxidase
reactions were carried out as described above, except that Triton X-100
was not included in the diluent and benzidine dihydrochloride (BDHC)
was used as the chromogen to visualize PHA-L-labeled structures (Smith
and Bolam, 1991, 1992; Bevan et al., 1994a). The strict safety precautions
described by Yung et al. (1996) were used when the BDHC as well as the
DAB were handled.
Processing of sections for correlated light and electron microscopy. After
visualization of the tracers, the sections containing anterogradely transported tracers were placed flat at the bottom of a Petri dish and post-fixed
in 1% osmium tetroxide (Oxchem, UK) (in 0.01 M PB at pH 6.8) for
20 –30 min. The sections were then washed in PB and rapidly dehydrated
through a graded series of dilutions of ethanol. To enhance the contrast
of the tissue in the electron microscope, the sections were stained with
1% uranyl acetate (Taab) at the 70% ethanol phase. The sections were
washed twice for 10 min in propylene oxide and placed in resin (Durcupan; Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) overnight. Finally, the sections were
embedded in resin on microscope slides, placed in an oven, and cured for
48 hr at 608C.
Analysis of material. The sections that included the injection sites
were examined in the light microscope, and the location and extent of
the tracer injections in the pallidal complex were assessed and compared with the distribution of substance P immunoreactivity in the
adjacent sections. The anterograde labeling arising from the tracer
deposits was plotted with the aid of a drawing tube. Particular note was
made of neurons that were apposed by anterogradely labeled boutons
derived from both tracer deposits. Sections prepared for correlated
light and electron microscopy were examined in the light microscope,
and individual neurons that were apposed by both sets of anterogradely
labeled terminals in the entopeduncular nucleus, lateral hypothalamus,
or subthalamic nucleus, or regions that contained a large number of
both types of terminals were photographed, cut out from the slides, and
glued to blank resin blocks. Serial ultrathin sections were cut on a
Reichert-Jung Ultracut-E ultramicrotome and collected on Pioloformcoated copper or gold single-slot grids. The ultrathin sections were
contrasted with lead citrate for 1–2 min and examined in a Phillips
CM10 or 410 electron microscope.
Synaptology of neurons of the subthalamic nucleus. To characterize the
afferent synaptology of neurons of the subthalamic nucleus, seven rats
received iontophoretic deposits (5–10 mA, 7 sec on/7 sec off, 15 min) of
the tracer neurobiotin (5% in 0.9% NaCl; Vector Laboratories) (Kita and
Armstrong, 1991; Lapper and Bolam, 1991) in the substantia nigra. After
a survival time of 1 day, the animals were perfused and sectioned as
described above. Sections of the subthalamic nucleus were incubated to
reveal the injected and transported tracer, and the tissue was prepared for
correlated light and electron microscopy essentially as described for
BDA. Individual neurons in the subthalamic nucleus that were labeled
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Figure 1. Light micrographs of anterograde labeling from the ventral pallidum and globus pallidus (GP) in the entopeduncular nucleus (EP) and
subthalamic nucleus (STN ). A–C, Sites of deposit of BDA in the globus pallidus (A) were revealed by using DAB as the chromogen, and PHA-L in the
ventral pallidum (B) were revealed by using nickel-DAB as the chromogen for the peroxidase reaction. The extent of the tracer deposit in the ventral
pallidum (arrowheads) was assessed by staining of adjacent sections to reveal substance P immunoreactivity (arrowheads) (C). D, Medium-power
micrograph of anterograde labeling in the subthalamic nucleus. The fibers anterogradely labeled from the ventral pallidum (blue) (Figure legend continues)
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Figure 2. Schematic representations of
the sites of deposit of PHA-L in the ventral pallidum (VP) and BDA in the globus
pallidus (GP) and the site of anterograde
transport in the entopeduncular nucleus
(EP) and subthalamic nucleus (STN ) in
three animals (A–C). Dots at the injection
sites represent individual neurons that
have taken up the PHA-L (blue) or the
BDA (red). The blue and red stippling of
the two rostrocaudal levels of the EP and
STN represent the anterogradely labeled
fibers from the VP and GP, respectively.
Although the topography of the two projections is distinct, many neurons were
identified ( green dots) that were apposed
by boutons derived from both the VP and
GP. ac, Anterior commissure; cp, cerebral peduncle; ic, internal capsule.
4
occupy the medial and dorsal aspects of the STN, whereas those from the globus pallidus (brown) occupy the more lateral parts; however, the two sets
of anterogradely labeled fibers are mixed at the interface between the projections. Note that the width of the fields of anterograde labeling is well within
the dendritic diameter of subthalamic neurons. E, Medium-power micrograph of anterograde labeling in the entopeduncular nucleus. The fibers derived
from the globus pallidus (brown; some indicated by arrows) and those derived from the ventral pallidum (blue; some indicated by arrowheads) are largely
separate at this level, although there are areas of overlap of the two sets of fibers (some indicated by open arrows and shown at higher magnification in
H ). F, G, High-power micrographs of unstained neuronal perikarya in the STN that are closely apposed by axonal swellings derived from both the ventral
pallidum (blue; some indicated by arrowheads) and the globus pallidus (brown; some indicated by arrows). Individual perikarya are apposed by several
boutons from each site. H, High-power micrograph of the region of the entopeduncular nucleus indicated by open arrows in E. An unstained neuronal
perikaryon (n) and dendrite (d) are closely apposed by axonal swellings derived from both the ventral pallidum (blue; some indicated by arrowheads) and
the globus pallidus (brown; some indicated by arrows). ac, Anterior commissure; cp, cerebral peduncle; ic, internal capsule. Scale bars: A–C (shown in A),
500 mm; D, E, (shown in D), 100 mm; F–H (shown in H ), 20 mm.
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Figure 3. Retrograde labeling in the striatal
complex after tracer deposits in the ventral
pallidum and the globus pallidus. Low-power
micrograph of the neostriatum and nucleus accumbens of the same animal as illustrated in
Figure 2C. The section was incubated to reveal
retrogradely transported PHA-L that was injected in the ventral pallidum and BDA that
was injected in the globus pallidus. Although it
is difficult to distinguish the labeling in this
black and white micrograph, neurons retrogradely labeled from the globus pallidus (labeled with DAB; area indicated by arrowheads)
are present only in the dorsal part of the neostriatum, whereas neurons retrogradely labeled
from the ventral pallidum (labeled with NiDAB; area indicated by arrowheads) are
present only in the most ventral aspects of the
neostriatum and the nucleus accumbens. ac,
Anterior commissure; lv, lateral ventricle; nac,
nucleus accumbens; ns, neostriatum. Scale
bar, 0.5 mm.
extensively with the neurobiotin were identified, drawn, photographed, and
re-embedded for electron microscopic analysis. Serial sections were collected
and examined in the electron microscope. The position of each terminal
forming synaptic contact with the subthalamic neurons was noted. The
terminals were classified according to their morphology and the nature of the
postsynaptic specialization. The presence of GABA in the synaptic boutons
was then tested by post-embedding immunocytochemistry (see below).
Cross-sectional areas of labeled terminals were determined from photographs, using a digitizing pad and MacStereology software.
Post-embedding immunocytochemistry for GABA. To test for the presence of fixed GABA in anterogradely labeled and nonlabeled terminals in

the entopeduncular nucleus, lateral hypothalamus, and subthalamic nucleus, ultrathin sections were collected on gold grids and labeled by the
post-embedding immunogold method. The method was a slight modification of that described by Phend and colleagues (1992). The grids were
first washed in 0.05 M Tris buffer, pH 7.6, containing 0.9% NaCl and
0.01% Triton X-100 (TBS-Triton) and then incubated overnight at room
temperature on drops of a 1:5000 –15,000 dilution of a rabbit anti-GABA
antiserum (code 9; Hodgson et al., 1985; Somogyi and Hodgson, 1985;
Somogyi et al., 1985) in TBS-Triton. After several washes in TBS-Triton
and one wash in TBS at pH 8.2, the grids were incubated for 1–1.5 hr at
room temperature in a 1:25 dilution of 15 nm gold-conjugated goat
3

Figure 4. Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from different functional domains of the pallidal complex in the entopeduncular nucleus. A, Electron
micrograph of part of a proximal dendrite of a neuron in the entopeduncular nucleus (EPn). The neuron is apposed by three anterogradely labeled
boutons, each of which forms symmetrical synaptic contact with the neuron (arrows). Two of the boutons contain the BDHC peroxidase reaction product
that was used to localize the PHA-L anterogradely transported from the ventral pallidum (bVP). The third bouton (bGP) contains the DAB reaction
product that was used to localize the BDA anterogradely transported from the globus pallidus. Note that the BDHC reaction product that labels the
terminals from the ventral pallidum has an irregular appearance and occupies only part of the labeled bouton, leaving many vesicles visible that do not
have reaction product associated with them. In contrast, the DAB reaction product that labels the boutons from the globus pallidus is amorphous and
occupies the whole of the labeled structure. B, A serial section of the upper of the two boutons derived from the ventral pallidum. This (Figure legend continues)
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section was processed by the post-embedding immunogold method to reveal GABA immunoreactivity. The bouton has a high density of immunogold
particles associated with it (index of GABA immunoreactivity 5 3.79). C, Serial section of the bouton derived from the globus pallidus labeled by the
post-embedding immunogold method to reveal GABA immunoreactivity. The bouton has a high density of immunogold particles associated with it (index
of GABA immunoreactivity 5 7.51). Scale bar (shown in A): A–C, 1 mm.
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anti-rabbit IgG (BioCell, Cardiff, UK) in TBS at pH 8.2. The grids were
washed in TBS at pH 8.2 and then in water and stained with 1% aqueous
uranyl acetate for 1–1.5 hr and then with lead citrate. The sections were
then examined in the electron microscope.
Immunoreactivity for GABA was detected by the presence of the
electron-dense immunogold particles overlying labeled structures. To
quantify the immunoreactivity, the density (particles/mm2) of immunogold particles overlying individual structures was calculated. The density
of labeling overlying terminals was corrected for nonspecific binding of
the antibody to tissue-free resin by subtracting the density of gold particles overlying the lumen of capillaries in the same ultrathin section. The
index of GABA immunoreactivity for each bouton was then calculated by
normalizing the corrected density with respect to the labeling associated
with GABA-immunonegative terminals forming asymmetrical synapses
on the same ultrathin section.

RESULTS
Light microscopic analysis
Location of injection sites
The PHA-L was revealed as a blue reaction product produced by
the nickel/DAB, and the BDA as a brown reaction product
produced by the DAB. The sites of injection of PHA-L into the
ventral pallidum or BDA into the globus pallidus (or the reverse
in a single case) were characterized by densely labeled neurons
surrounded by a halo of diffuse extracellular staining (Fig. 1 A,B).
A total of eight cases that had injections located discretely in both
divisions of the pallidal complex were used in this analysis. Some
of these animals have also been used in an analysis of the pallidal
innervation of the substantia nigra (Bevan et al., 1996). In each
case the deposits of tracers in the ventral pallidum were confined
to the subcommissural region of the pallidal complex and included
both the lateral and medial subdivisions (Figs. 1 B, 2; also see
illustrations in Bevan et al., 1996). The localization of the deposits
within the ventral pallidum was confirmed by substance P immunostaining of sections adjacent to those incubated to reveal the
tracer (Fig. 1C). Rarely, small numbers of labeled neurons were
observed in the transitional zone where the boundary between the
globus pallidus and ventral pallidum is difficult to define. The
deposits of tracers in the globus pallidus were confined to that
nucleus and did not encroach on the ventral pallidum or the
medially placed internal capsule (Figs. 1 A, 2). In two cases, small
numbers of neurons were labeled in the neostriatum along the
injection tract. In most of the cases the deposits were confined to
the central region of the GP in its rostral two thirds.
The deposits of either BDA or PHA-L in ventral pallidum or
globus pallidus gave rise to retrograde labeling of neurons in the
striatal complex in addition to anterograde labeling (see below).
The deposits of tracer in the ventral pallidum gave rise to retrogradely labeled neurons in the nucleus accumbens and most
ventral parts of the neostriatum, whereas the deposits of tracer in
the globus pallidus gave rise to retrograde labeling in the dorsal
parts of the neostriatum (Fig. 3).

Anterograde labeling
Each of the deposits of tracer in the ventral pallidum or the
globus pallidus gave rise to anterograde labeling in the neostriatum, nucleus accumbens, entopeduncular nucleus, lateral
hypothalamus, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra/ventral
tegmental area, and thalamus. The anterograde labeling in the
ventral mesencephalon is the subject of separate communications (Bevan et al., 1996) and will thus not be dealt with
further. The anterograde labeling followed a topographical
ordering that was consistent with previous observations (Smith
and Bolam, 1989, 1991; Groenewegen et al., 1993). Tracer
deposits in the globus pallidus led to anterograde labeling that
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was largely confined to the more dorsal and lateral parts of the
entopeduncular nucleus, whereas the tracer deposits in the
ventral pallidum led to anterograde labeling in the more medial
and ventral parts of the entopeduncular nucleus that extended
into the lateral hypothalamus (Fig. 2). Similarly, in the subthalamic nucleus, anterograde labeling derived from the globus
pallidus was located more laterally than were anterogradely
labeled fibers derived from the ventral pallidum (Figs. 1 E, 2).
The tracer deposits in the ventral pallidum gave rise to labeling
in the medial and dorsal subthalamic nucleus and also extended
medially into the lateral hypothalamus (Figs. 1 D, 2).
Despite the topographic separation of the majority of anterogradely labeled structures derived from the ventral pallidum and
the globus pallidus, zones of overlap were observed in the entopeduncular nucleus/lateral hypothalamus and the medial and dorsal subthalamic nucleus (Figs. 1 D,E, 2).
At high magnification the morphology and organization of the
anterogradely labeled fibers and boutons were consistent with
previous observations (Haber et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1990;
Bolam and Smith, 1992; Groenewegen et al., 1993). Thus the
labeled structures derived from either the globus pallidus or the
ventral pallidum gave rise to a dense meshwork of fibers (Fig.
1 D,E) that possessed large boutons (Fig. 1 F–H ). The boutons
often gave rise to a basket-like innervation of unstained neuronal
perikarya (Fig. 1 F–H ). In regions of overlap between the two sets
of anterogradely labeled structures, fibers and axonal swellings
were closely intermixed. Boutons derived from both the ventral
pallidum and the globus pallidus were often apposed to the same
unstained neuron (Fig. 1 F–H ).

Electron microscopic analysis
Because it is not possible to distinguish DAB and nickel/DAB
reaction products at the electron microscopic level, the electron
microscopic analysis was conducted on material in which the
anterogradely transported PHA-L was revealed by using BDHC
as the chromogen for the peroxidase reaction, and the BDA was
revealed by using DAB as the chromogen. The two reaction
products are readily distinguishable at the electron microscopic
level (Levey et al., 1986; Smith and Bolam, 1991; Bevan et al.,
1994a,b). The DAB reaction product presumably forms as a
precipitate during the peroxidase reaction; it is thus floccular and
adheres to the external surface of organelle membranes, including
vesicles and mitochondria and the internal surface of the plasma
membrane (Figs. 4 A,C, 5B, 6 F, 7B, 8C). It is distributed characteristically throughout the labeled structure. In lightly labeled
structures, it appears as an electron-dense material lining membranes (Figs. 5B, 7B), but in more heavily labeled structures it
appears as an amorphous material that fills the whole of the
structure, often obscuring the internal details (Figs. 4 A, 6F, 8C).
The BDHC reaction product, in contrast, appears to be crystalline, having an irregular, nonfloccular appearance (Figs. 4 A,B, 5C,
6C–E, 7C,D, 8 B). As such, the reaction product does not adhere
to membranes and is commonly found in only part of the labeled
structure, leaving regions free of reaction product (Figs. 4 A,B, 5C,
6C–E, 8B). The BDHC reaction product is often more electrondense than the DAB reaction product (Fig. 4).

Terminals derived from the globus pallidus
Consistent with previous observations (Smith et al., 1990; Bolam
and Smith, 1992), the terminals derived from the globus pallidus
in both the entopeduncular nucleus and the subthalamic nucleus
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Table 1. Postsynaptic targets of pallidal terminals

thalamus: 4.71 6 0.41, n 5 22; in the subthalamic nucleus/
lateral hypothalamus: 16.97 6 1.74, n 5 30).

Postsynaptic target
(% distribution)
Source

Target region

Perikarya

Large
dendrites

Ventral pallidum
Globus pallidusa
Ventral pallidum
Globus pallidusb
Globus pallidusc

EP/LH
EP
STN/LH
STN
SNr

31
12.8
21
31
54

19.7
23.3
18.9
39
32

(71)
(162)
(90)
(187)
(105)

Small
dendrites
49.3
64
60
30
14

Postsynaptic targets of terminals derived from the ventral pallidum in the entopeduncular/lateral hypothalamus (EP/LH) and the subthalamic nucleus/lateral hypothalamus (STN/LH) obtained in this study compared with data on terminals from the
globus pallidus obtained in other studies. Large dendrites and small dendrites refer
to those dendrites with a diameter greater or smaller than 1.5 mm in diameter in the
EP/LH and substantia nigra reticulata (SNr) and 1 mm in the STN/LH. Figures
represent the percentage of the number of terminals shown in brackets in contact
with different elements.
Data obtained from aBolam and Smith, 1992; bSmith et al., 1990; cSmith and
Bolam, 1991.

were large and usually contained several mitochondria and pleomorphic vesicles often clustered at the active zone (Figs. 4, 5B, 6 F,
7C,D, 8C). The boutons form symmetrical synapses with fairly
short active zones, but a single bouton may form more than one
active zone with the same postsynaptic structure (Fig. 7C). The
postsynaptic targets of the boutons derived from the globus pallidus included perikarya and large and small diameter dendrites in
both the entopeduncular nucleus and the subthalamic nucleus. In
general terms, the distributions of postsynaptic targets are consistent with previous observations (Table 1).

Terminals derived from the ventral pallidum
Terminals anterogradely labeled from the ventral pallidum displayed
similar morphological features whether they were observed in the
entopeduncular nucleus, lateral hypothalamus, or subthalamic nucleus. The features were similar to those of terminals derived from
the dorsal aspect of the pallidal complex, the globus pallidus (see
above and Smith et al., 1990; Smith and Bolam, 1991; Bolam and
Smith, 1992). They were large boutons with a mean (6SE) crosssectional area in the entopeduncular nucleus/lateral hypothalamic
region of 0.75 6 0.04 mm2 (n 5 71; range, 0.27–1.5 mm2) and in the
subthalamic nucleus/lateral hypothalamic region of 0.63 6 0.03 mm2
(n 5 88; range, 0.17–1.8 mm2). They usually contained several mitochondria and clusters of pleomorphic vesicles, and they formed
symmetrical synaptic contact with perikarya and both proximal and
distal dendrites of neurons in each of the areas examined (Table 1).
They often formed multiple contacts with their targets (Fig. 5C). As
has been observed previously for terminals derived from the globus
pallidus (Bolam and Smith, 1992; Bolam et al., 1993), a high proportion of terminals derived from the ventral pallidum made synaptic
contact with perikarya, although most were in contact with dendrites
with diameters of ,1.5 mm (Table 1). Post-embedding immunolabeling revealed that the terminals derived from the ventral pallidum
in the entopeduncular nucleus, the lateral hypothalamus, and the
subthalamic nucleus, like those derived from the globus pallidus
(Smith et al., 1990; Smith and Bolam, 1991; Bolam and Smith, 1992),
were significantly ( p , 0.0005, Mann–Whitney U test) enriched in
GABA immunoreactivity when compared with terminals forming asymmetrical synapses in the same section (index of GABA
immunoreactivity in the entopeduncular nucleus/lateral hypo-

Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from the ventral
pallidum and the globus pallidus
The sections prepared for electron microscopic analysis, i.e., those
in which BDHC and DAB were used as chromogens for the
peroxidase reactions, were examined for areas of close overlap
between the two sets of anterogradely labeled terminals and for
individual neuronal perikarya and large proximal dendrites that
were apposed by boutons derived from both the ventral pallidum
and the globus pallidus. These regions were re-embedded on
blocks of resin and resectioned for electron microscopy. Using this
correlated light and electron microscopic approach, we examined
six neurons from the entopeduncular nucleus (from two rats), two
neurons from the lateral hypothalamus adjacent to the entopeduncular nucleus (from two rats), and six neurons from the
subthalamic nucleus (from three rats).
In the entopeduncular nucleus, synaptic convergence of terminals
derived from the ventral pallidum and those derived from the globus
pallidus was observed at the level of the perikarya and proximal
dendrites (Figs. 4, 5). In most cases, more than one labeled terminal
from either the ventral pallidum or the globus pallidus was involved
in the convergence (Fig. 4). In each of the cases, the structures
postsynaptic to the anterogradely labeled terminals also received
afferent synaptic input from unlabeled terminals that had the morphology of pallidal terminals, of terminals derived from the striatum
(Bolam and Smith, 1992), from the subthalamic nucleus (Bevan et
al., 1994b), and from the mesopontine tegmentum (Clarke et al.,
1996b) (not illustrated). Of the six entopeduncular neurons reembedded for electron microscopic analysis, all were confirmed as
receiving convergent synaptic input from both the ventral pallidum
and the dorsal globus pallidus.
In the lateral hypothalamus, synaptic convergence of both sets
of anterogradely labeled terminals was observed at the level of the
perikarya and proximal dendrites in the two neurons that were
examined by correlated light and electron microscopy. Both neurons were observed to receive multiple inputs from labeled terminals (Fig. 6).
In the subthalamic nucleus, terminals derived from the ventral pallidum and terminals derived from the globus pallidus
made convergent synaptic contact with the same postsynaptic
structure (Figs. 7, 8). Of the six neurons re-embedded for
electron microscopic analysis, two were identified as receiving
convergent input at the level of the perikaryon. In the four
other cases, either the synaptic specializations were not observed or the terminals made synaptic contact with different
structures. An additional perikaryon and distal dendrite, which
were not identified at the light microscopic level before the
electron microscopic analysis, were observed to receive convergent synaptic input from the ventral pallidum and the globus
pallidus. The neuronal profiles receiving the convergent synaptic inputs were also postsynaptic to unlabeled terminals that
had the morphological features of pallidal terminals and terminals forming asymmetrical synapses that were probably derived from the cortex, the thalamus, and the mesopontine
tegmentum (Bevan and Bolam, 1995b; Bevan et al., 1995a).

Afferent synaptic input to neurons of the subthalamic nucleus
The double anterograde labeling allowed only the analysis of
pallidal inputs to the perikarya and proximal regions of neu-
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Figure 5. Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from
different functional domains of the pallidal complex in the
entopeduncular nucleus. A, The large proximal dendrite of a
neuron in the entopeduncular nucleus (EPn) is apposed by
two anterogradely labeled boutons. The bouton, shown at high
power in B, contains the floccular DAB reaction product that
adheres to the external surface of vesicle and mitochondrial
membranes and indicates that it is derived from the globus
pallidus (bGP). The bouton forms symmetrical synaptic contact
(arrow) with dendrite. The other bouton contains the BDHC
reaction product that is granular in appearance and is located
only at restricted sites in the bouton (granules indicated by
curved arrows in C), indicating that it is derived from the
ventral pallidum (bVP). It forms multiple symmetrical contacts
with the dendrite (arrows). Scale bars: A, 5 mm; B, 1 mm.

rons in the subthalamic nucleus, entopeduncular nucleus, and
lateralhypothalamus. Because it is known that the dendrites of
neurons of the subthalamic nucleus are oriented so that they
cross functional territories defined by the pallidal input, the
distal dendrites of subthalamic neurons were examined for
synaptic input from pallidal terminals defined on morphological and neurochemical grounds. Five neurons in the subthalamic nucleus (from two of the injected animals) that were
retrogradely labeled from the substantia nigra were examined
in serial sections in the electron microscope. The neurons were
selected on the basis of the extent of their dendritic labeling

and the orientation and position of the dendrites in relation to
the functional territories of the subthalamic nucleus. The dendrites beyond 100 mm from the perikaryon were examined in
the electron microscope. Pallidal terminals, defined on the
basis of morphology of the bouton, the type of synaptic specialization, and the presence of relatively high levels of GABA
immunoreactivity (mean 6 SEM of the index of GABA immunoreactivity, 8.96 6 0.72; n 5 37), were found in synaptic
contact with all parts of the dendritic trees examined, including
distal dendrites as far as 330 mm from the perikaryon (Fig. 9,
Table 2).
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Figure 6. Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from different functional domains of the pallidal complex in the lateral hypothalamus adjacent to
the entopeduncular nucleus. A, B, Low-power micrographs at two levels of a neuron in the lateral hypothalamus (LHn) that was apposed by four
anterogradely labeled terminals. Three of the terminals (bVP), the positions of which are indicated by arrows and the letters C, D, and E, are shown at
higher magnification in C, D, and E, respectively. Each contains the BDHC reaction product (some granules of which are indicated by curved arrows) that
was used to reveal the PHA-L transported from the ventral pallidum. The reaction product characteristically occupies only part of the labeled boutons.
In each case the boutons form symmetrical synaptic contact (arrows) with the perikaryon (C, D) or the dendrite (d in E). The micrograph E is a serial
section of that in B; the myelinated axon (ma) is indicated by an arrowhead in B. The fourth bouton (bGP), the position of which is indicated by F in B,
is shown at high magnification in F and contains the floccular DAB reaction product that adheres to membranes and occupies the whole of the labeled
structure, identifying it as arising from the globus pallidus. This bouton also makes symmetrical synaptic contact (arrow) with the perikaryon of the lateral
hypothalamic neuron. Glial cells ( g) and a capillary (c) are labeled for correlation between the two low-power micrographs. Scale bars: A, B (shown in
B), 10 mm; C–E (shown in E), 1 mm.
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Figure 7. Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from different functional domains of the pallidal complex in the subthalamic nucleus. A, Part of the
cell body of a neuron in the subthalamic nucleus (STNn) that is apposed by three anterogradely labeled terminals (bVP , bGP) shown at higher magnification
in B–D. In this animal the injections were reversed, i.e., the PHA-L was injected in and anterogradely transported from the globus pallidus, and the BDA
was injected in and anterogradely transported from the ventral pallidum. One of the boutons is lightly labeled with the DAB reaction product that adheres
to vesicle and mitochondrial membranes, identifying it as arising in the ventral pallidum (bVP). It is shown at higher magnification in B. The bouton forms
symmetrical synaptic contacts (arrows) with the subthalamic neuron. The other two boutons, shown at high magnification in C and D, are strongly labeled
with the crystalline BDHC reaction product, which has an irregular appearance. These boutons are thus derived from the globus pallidus (bGP) and form
symmetrical synaptic contacts with the neuron (arrows). Note that micrograph D is a different serial section of that shown in A. Scale bars: A, 2 mm; B–D
(shown in C ), 1 mm.

DISCUSSION
The findings of the present study together with data from a
previous study (Bevan et al., 1996) enable us to define anatomical
substrates by which information carried by the descending projections of the pallidal complex may be synaptically integrated at the
level of the output neurons of the basal ganglia in the substantia
nigra pars reticulata and the entopeduncular nucleus, and at the
level of neurons in the lateral hypothalamus and subthalamic

nucleus (Fig. 10). First, our findings in the present paper confirm
previous observations that functionally distinct regions of the
pallidal complex provide a dense, topographic innervation of the
entopeduncular nucleus and the subthalamic nucleus and their
medial extensions in the lateral hypothalamus (see references
cited in introductory remarks). Second, the double anterograde
tracing revealed that at the interface between topographically
adjacent projections, there is a zone of overlap in which individual
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Figure 8. Synaptic convergence of terminals derived from different functional domains of the pallidal complex in the subthalamic nucleus. A, Cell body
of a neuron in the subthalamic nucleus (STNn) that is postsynaptic to two anterogradely labeled boutons. The bouton bVP , shown at high magnification
in B, contains the crystalline BDHC reaction product that occupies only part of the bouton. The BDHC was used to reveal the PHA-L transported from
the ventral pallidum. The bouton forms symmetrical synaptic contact (arrow) with the neuron. The bouton bGP , shown at higher magnification in C, is
intensely labeled with the floccular DAB reaction product used to localize the BDA transported from the globus pallidus. The reaction product fills the
whole of the bouton and obscures most internal structures. This bouton forms symmetrical synaptic contact with the neuron (arrow). Scale bars: A, 3 mm;
B, C (shown in C), 1 mm.

neurons are apposed by terminals derived from both the globus
pallidus and the ventral pallidum. Third, neurons in the zones of
overlap receive convergent synaptic input at the level of the cell
body and proximal dendrites from the functionally distinct,
GABAergic, pallidal projections. Fourth, as has been reported for
terminals from the globus pallidus, the postsynaptic targets of
terminals derived from the ventral pallidum include distal dendrites as well as perikarya and proximal dendrites (Table 1). Fifth,
the orientation of dendrites and the dendritic radius of neurons in
the subthalamic nucleus (also see Kita et al., 1983) is such that
they cross functional boundaries within the nucleus and indeed
receive synaptic input from terminals derived from the pallidal
complex along their whole length (as far as 330 mm from the
perikaryon), indicating that convergent input also occurs at the
level of dendrites (also see Shink and Smith, 1995b). A similar
organization of dendrites has been reported for the entopeduncular nucleus (Nakanishi et al., 1991) and the substantia nigra pars
reticulata (Grofova et al., 1982).
The present observations together with data from other tracing
studies (Smith et al., 1990; Smith and Bolam, 1991; Bolam and
Smith, 1992; Bolam et al., 1993; Bevan et al., 1994a,b; Smith et al.,
1994; Shink and Smith, 1995a; Bevan et al., 1996; Shink et al.,
1996) lead us to conclude that functionally diverse information
carried by the descending projections of the pallidal complex is
synaptically integrated by two mechanisms (Fig. 10). First, neurons located at the interface between functionally distinct but
topographically adjacent projections integrate the diverse func-

tional information at the level of the cell body and proximal
dendrites. Second, the orientation and dimensions of dendrites in
relation to the topography of the pallidal inputs to the subthalamic nucleus and the distribution of the pallidal inputs along the
dendrites of subthalamic neurons imply that integration of pallidal
information also occurs at the level of their more distal dendrites.
In view of the distribution of postsynaptic targets of terminals
derived from the pallidal complex in the entopeduncular nucleus
and the substantia nigra pars reticulata (Table 1), and the morphology and orientation of dendrites of entopeduncular and nigral neurons, it is likely that this mode of synaptic integration of
functionally diverse pallidal information also occurs in these two
regions (Fig. 10). Because synaptic input to the perikaryon is likely
to have a more marked effect on the activity of neurons than
inputs to distal dendrites, the pallidal input to the region in which
the perikaryon of the target neuron lies may have a greater
influence on the activity of the neuron than the pallidal input to
the distal dendrites, although their pattern of activity and the
distribution and types of GABA receptors on these neurons will
also be a factors.
The conclusions of our studies are dependent on two issues: first,
the technical issues relating to the use of double anterograde labeling
techniques at both the light and electron microscopic levels. These
issues have been discussed extensively on previous occasions and so
will not be dealt with here (Smith and Bolam, 1991, 1992; Bolam and
Smith, 1992; Bolam et al., 1993). The second issue relates to the
functionality of the regions of the pallidal complex that we injected.
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It is well recognized that the functionality of different regions of the
pallidal complex is dependent on its input from the striatal complex
and ultimately on the source of innervation of that region of the
striatal complex. Thus the regions of the pallidal complex that we
injected, the ventral pallidum and the globus pallidus, receive their
major input from the nucleus accumbens and the dorsal striatum,
respectively. The nucleus accumbens in turn receives major inputs
from limbic regions of the brain, including the hippocampus and the
amygdala, whereas the major input to the dorsal striatum is from
motor and associative regions of the cortex (Kunzle, 1975; Goldman
and Nauta, 1977; Van Hoesen et al., 1981; Nauta and Domesick,
1984; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1985; Alexander et al., 1986,
1990; McGeorge and Faull, 1989; Flaherty and Graybiel, 1991;
Hoover and Strick, 1993; Groenewegen and Berendse, 1994; Joel
and Weiner, 1994). Thus the ventral pallidum is recognized as the
limbic division of the pallidal complex, and the globus pallidus as the
motor and associative division. We ensured that our deposits of
tracers were confined to either the ventral pallidum or the globus
pallidus by comparing the location of the deposits with the region of
dense substance P immunoreactivity, which is a marker for the
ventral pallidum (Haber and Nauta, 1983; Groenewegen et al.,
1993), and by comparing the distribution of neurons in the striatal
complex that became retrogradely labeled after the tracer deposits in
the pallidal complex (Fig. 3). The latter observation not only confirmed that the location of the deposits lay within the ventral pallidum or the globus pallidus, but also confirmed that the areas that
received the deposits were probably functionally distinct in that they
received input from the nucleus accumbens and the dorsal striatum,
respectively.

Functional considerations
An issue that has been the subject of much debate is the nature of
information processing by the basal ganglia. Concepts of multiple,
parallel, functionally segregated pathways of information-flow
through the basal ganglia, as opposed to concepts of convergence
and integration, have been proposed (Francois et al., 1984;
Percheron et al., 1984, 1987; Alexander et al., 1986, 1990; Flaherty
and Graybiel, 1991, 1993, 1994; Percheron and Filion, 1991;
Parthasarathy et al., 1992; Hoover and Strick, 1993; Groenewegen
and Berendse, 1994; Joel and Weiner, 1994; Lynch et al., 1994).
From tracing studies it is evident that there is a functional topography that is maintained throughout the cortico– basal ganglia–
thalamocortical system; however, it is also clear from behavioral
and physiological analyses and from clinical data that one of the
functions of the basal ganglia is to integrate diverse information in
the production of context-dependent behavior (Wurtz and Hikosaka, 1986; Schultz et al., 1993; Graybiel et al., 1994; Aosaki et al.,
1995). Most authors agree that synaptic convergence does occur,
and the number of neurons in each nucleus of the basal ganglia
(Oorschot, 1996) indicates that there is a high degree of convergence in the system we have analyzed and in the basal ganglia in
general. Such convergence could be between neurons at each level

Table 2. The location and numbers of pallidal boutons in synaptic
contact with dendrites of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus

Neuron
number
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Location and numbers of synaptic boutons
(mm from cell body)
100 –150

150 –200

200 –250

250 –300

3001

4
3
0
0
4
11

4
2
0
1
7

3
7
4
14

5
3
8

1
1

For each neuron, a single dendrite was serially sectioned, and the number of pallidal
terminals was identified on the basis of morphological features, type of synaptic
specialization, and in most cases (35/41), the presence of GABA immunoreactivity.
The analysis was commenced at 100 mm from the perikaryon and continued as far as
the dendritic staining extended or until it left the section. For each neuron the last
figure represents the maximum extent.

within one of the functionally distinct parallel pathways that may
mediate the convergence of information related in different ways
to the common goal of controlling a particular movement, behavior, or cognitive process. Indeed, the elegant studies of Graybiel
and colleagues (Flaherty and Graybiel, 1991, 1993, 1994;
Parthasarathy et al., 1992) show clearly that in the corticostriatal
system, groups of neurons in motor and somatosensory cortices
that are related to a particular body part provide overlapping (and
presumably synaptic convergent) projections to specific regions of
the neostriatum. It has also been suggested, however, that the
organization of the striatopallidal system and the organization of
dendrites in the globus pallidus provide a substrate for synaptic
integration of widely diverse functional information arising from
the neostriatum (Francois et al., 1984; Percheron et al., 1984,
1987; Percheron and Filion, 1991), although there is no evidence
as yet at the synaptic level. The ascending dopaminergic system
may underlie a similar role (Somogyi et al., 1981; Nauta and
Domesick, 1984; Gerfen et al., 1987; Jimenez-Castellanos and
Graybiel, 1987; Smith and Bolam, 1990). Our data provide the
first direct evidence of an anatomical substrate at the synaptic
level for the convergence of functionally diverse information by a
descending projection system in the basal ganglia. It is unclear at
present whether within this system or as part of this system there
is also synaptic convergence of small groups of neurons related in
different ways to a common goal of controlling a particular
process.
An important principle emerges from the topographical organization of the descending projection of the pallidal complex
(Alexander et al., 1986, 1990; Smith and Bolam, 1989, 1991;
Groenewegen et al., 1993; Hoover and Strick, 1993; Groenewegen
and Berendse, 1994; Joel and Weiner, 1994; Lynch et al., 1994).
Convergent pallidal input to the proximal regions of neurons in
the subthalamic nucleus (and other nuclei of the basal ganglia)
3

Figure 9. Topology of pallidal terminals in synaptic contact with the distal dendrites of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus. A, Drawing of a neuron in
the subthalamic nucleus (inset shows the position in the STN ) that was labeled by the retrograde transport of neurobiotin from the substantia nigra. This
neuron was chosen for analysis because of the extent of the dendritic labeling that crosses functional territories as defined by pallidal inputs. The
arrowheads indicate the position at which synaptic input from pallidal terminals defined on the basis of morphology and neurochemistry were identified.
Three additional pallidal inputs indicated by the location of the letters C, D, and E are shown at the electron microscopic level in C, D, and E, respectively.
A9, B, and C show the correlation between the light and electron microscopic levels. The distal part of the dendrite is indicated by the arrowheads in the
light micrograph (A) and in the electron micrograph (B). Three other neurobiotin-labeled structures (arrows) and a capillary (c) are indicated on both
micrographs for the purpose of correlation. C, A bouton (b; also indicated in micrograph B) has the morphological features of a terminal derived from the pallidal
complex, forms symmetrical synaptic contact with the dendrite (d) ;245 mm from the perikaryon, and has a high level of GABA (Figure legend continues)
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immunoreactivity associated with it (index of GABA immunoreactivity is 5.8 compared with GABA-negative terminals forming asymmetrical synapses
in the same section). The bouton (b) in D also possesses the features of a pallidal terminal, is ;145 mm from the perikaryon, and has an index of GABA
immunoreactivity of 11.2. In E the bouton (b) forms symmetrical synaptic contact with the dendrite (arrow) ;100 mm from the perikaryon and has an
index of GABA immunoreactivity of 6.54. The asterisk in D indicates a bouton that forms symmetrical synaptic contact with a dendrite and has an index
of GABA immunoreactivity of 9.49. The asterisk in E indicates a terminal that forms an asymmetrical synapse with a spine and is GABA-negative (index
of GABA immunoreactivity 1.19). Scale bars: A, 20 mm; A9, 20 mm; B, 5 mm; C–E (shown in C ), 0.5 mm.
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Figure 10. Schematic summary of the somatic and dendritic modes of synaptic integration of descending, functionally distinct pallidal projections in the
subthalamic nucleus revealed by double anterograde labeling and electron microscopy. The pallidal complex provides projections to the subthalamic
nucleus that largely maintain the functional topography. Adjacent populations of neurons, illustrated by PALLIDAL ZONE A and PALLIDAL ZONE
B and giving rise to black and white boutons, respectively, although mainly innervating separate but adjacent regions of the subthalamic nucleus, also give
rise to a region of overlap. The dimensions and orientation of dendrites of a large proportion of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus are such that they
extend in a mediolateral or ventrodorsal direction and thus cross the functional boundaries defined by the pallidal inputs. Integration of the descending,
functionally diverse information from the pallidal complex occurs by synaptic convergence on individual neurons in the subthalamic nucleus. This is
mediated by two systems: synaptic integration at the level of the soma and proximal dendrites, and synaptic integration at the level of more distal
dendrites. Synaptic integration of pallidal inputs occurs at the level of the soma and proximal dendrites of neurons located in the region of overlap of the
pallidal projections (middle neuron). These neurons receive synaptic input to their cell bodies and proximal dendrites from neurons located in both pallidal
zones. Their distal dendrites, if oriented across the boundaries, will also receive inputs from both pallidal zones. The net weights of the two pallidal inputs
to these neurons are likely to be similar, although the distal dendrites will preferentially receive inputs from one or the other of the pallidal zones. The
second mode of synaptic integration occurs on the distal dendrites of neurons, the cell bodies of which are located within a functional zone defined on
the basis of its pallidal input (top and bottom neurons in the diagram). A high proportion of the pallidal input to these neurons is derived from the single
pallidal zone (PALLIDAL ZONE A or B) that provides the innervation of the functional zone (FUNCTIONAL ZONE A or B) within which they reside.
The dendrites that cross functional boundaries, however, receive synaptic input from the topographically adjacent pallidal zone in the region of overlap
and in the adjacent functional zone of the subthalamic nucleus. In this case the pallidal input will be weighted in favor of the pallidal region that projects
to the zone within which the neuron (mainly) resides, but will vary with the position of the neurons in relation to the boundaries and the number of
dendrites crossing the boundary. In this system also, it is possible that individual dendrites will receive inputs from a single pallidal zone. The data on which
this model is based were derived from injections of tracers into broad functional zones of the pallidal complex, i.e., the limbic division (ventral pallidum)
and the motor and associative division (globus pallidus) that nevertheless give rise to adjacent projections. Topographic studies suggest that these broad
functional zones are themselves subdivided into small groups of functionally related neurons that are organized into multiple parallel pathways. We
predict that the same principles of organization will apply to these subdivisions of the pallidal complex. Although the present model is based mostly on
findings of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus, the present work and previously published data (Bevan et al., 1996) indicate that the somatic integration
in areas of overlap of pallidal projections also occurs in the entopeduncular nucleus, the lateral hypothalamus, and the substantia nigra pars reticulata.
Furthermore, the synaptology of the pallidal projections and the synaptology and orientation of dendrites in these regions indicate that integration also
probably occurs at the level of distal dendrites (see text for references). Although synaptic convergence of functionally diverse pallidal inputs also occurs
on dopamine neurons of the substantia nigra pars compacta and the ventral tegmental area (Bevan et al., 1996), the exact rules of synaptic integration
remain to be established.

probably arises from pallidal neurons that are closely spaced and
presumably more closely related in functional terms. Convergent
input to more distal dendrites probably arises from pallidal neurons that are more widely spaced and therefore presumably more
widely separated in functional terms. It remains to be established
whether pallidal inputs located on different parts of the soma and
dendritic tree have different effects on the firing or activity of the
postsynaptic neuron. The findings of pallidal inputs to the distal
dendrites of neurons in the subthalamic nucleus and the fact that
the orientation of their dendrites are such that they cross functional boundaries defined by the pallidal input implies that convergence of functionally diverse information occurs more commonly than can be surmised from the degree of overlap of the
projections.
The precise role of neurons of the pallidal complex remains
unclear. They are part of the neuronal network of the so-called

“indirect pathway” and as such are involved in the resting inhibitory output of the basal ganglia and presumably the periods of
inhibition of basal ganglia targets that occur during complex
behaviors (Albin et al., 1989; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990;
DeLong, 1990; Gerfen and Wilson, 1996; Shink et al., 1996). Our
data indicate that activity in the indirect pathway is probably
important in the integration of functionally diverse information.
The parallel but distributed and partly convergent network of the
descending projections of the pallidal complex provides an anatomical basis for the association of functionally diverse information that may be of importance in the production of integrated
behavior and learning.

Concluding remarks
Our confirmation of the topography of the descending projections
of the pallidal complex and the findings of synaptic convergence
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reconcile the two opposing views of segregation and integration.
The findings emphasize the point that when considering the
topographical and functional organization of the basal ganglia, we
must consider not only the topography of projections but also the
arrangement of dendrites and the synaptic organization of both
the projection axons and the neurons in the target regions. Our
results and those of others demonstrate that within the basal
ganglia, systems for parallel channels, systems for the synaptic
integration of closely related information, and systems for the
synaptic integration of functionally diverse information coexist.
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